MEDIA COVERAGE INVOLVING MEMBERS OR AFFILIATES OF THE VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS RESEARCH GROUP FROM THE INSTITUTE FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION (IDAV) AND THE CENTER FOR IMAGE PROCESSING AND INTEGRATED COMPUTING (CIPIC)


News story “This Augmented-Reality Sandbox Turns Dirt into a UI,” WIRED, on-line computer magazine, August 30, 2013, http://www.wired.com/


Feature film “Megaquake 10.0,” The History Channel, History Channel Special Features film, Art and Entertainment Television Networks (AETN), New York, New York, January 12, 2011, 9:00pm-11:00pm (Eastern Time), http://www.history.com/schedule/1/12/2011.


News story “The Next 100 Years,” College Currents: The UC Davis College of Letters & Science Magazine, Vol. 3, No. 1 (Fall 2008), quarterly university magazine, pp. 12–17, University of California, Davis, California, September 2008,


News story “iTunes U Site now Open for UC Davis” (“... Bernd Hamann, a professor of computer science, is the first faculty member to put a course, “Advanced Visualization (ECS277),” on the site.”), Dateline, weekly campus newspaper, University of California, Davis, California, May 2, 2008.
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News story “New 3-D Visualization Theatre,” collaborative effort involving the UC Davis Tahoe Environmental Research Center (TERC), the W. M. Keck Foundation Center for Active Visualization in the Earth Sciences (KeckCAVES) and the Institute for Data Analysis and Visualization (IDAV), UC Davis News & Information, on-line news magazine, University of California, Davis, California, October 18, 2006, http://www.news.ucdavis.edu/in_the_news/full_text/view_clip.lasso?id=17363.


http://www.wmkeck.org/about/annual.html.


News story “Graduiertenkolleg mit den USA an der TU Kaiserslautern (Graduate College at the University of Kaiserslautern with USA),” *Die Rheinpfalz*, daily newspaper, Kaiserslautern, Germany, February 18, 2005, http://rheinpfalz.de.


Headline story “UCD Spins Shaker’s Data: Quake Network Launched,” *The Davis Enterprise*, daily newspaper, Davis, California, November 16, 2004, and *UC Davis News & Information*, on-line news magazine, University of California, Davis, California, November 16, 2004; news story, “Earthquake Simulation Network Launched; Center for Geotechnical Modeling Gets Centrifuge Upgrade,” *Dateline*, weekly campus newspaper, University of California, Davis, California, November 19, 2004,


News release “Scientists, Students Explore Virtual Worlds,” *News Media Services*, University of California, Davis, California, July 5, 2001,
http://www-news.ucdavis.edu/newsreleases/07.01/news_virtual_reality.html and

News release “Story Ideas from CITRIS (Center for Information Technology Research in the Interest of
Society),” Campus News - Media Relations, University of California, Berkeley, California, December
7, 2000, http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2000/12/07cit.html, see also
http://www.citris.berkeley.edu/.

News story “Looking Deep below the Surface of the Brain,” Dateline, weekly campus newspaper, Uni-
versity of California, Davis, California, September 29, 2000,

News story “Picture This,” Engineering Progress, semianual magazine, College of Engineering, University
of California, Davis, California, Winter 1998.